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Dedications
Samuel R. Graves, Jr.
1918-1994
While you did not teach me how to play golf, you
taught me everything else. All of my life values
came from you, Dad, a gift I can never repay.

D. Wayne Edwards
1960-2012
For my great friend Wayne, to whom I said farewell
for the last time at StonyCreek after a round of golf.
Oh, what great times we had.

Samuel R. Graves, III
For my older brother, to whom I always looked up
admirably from below. I wanted to be like you. You
always beat me in everything… until golf.
And, of course, for my great golf friends who make
up my regular foursome:

Brian, Dennis, Rick,

Charles, Gary, Matt, Greg, Nick, Marv, Rex, and
Mark. Thanks for all the fun and laughs. (We seem
to have a very crowded foursome.)
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Note - This, kind reader, is an extended preview of my
book. You will read herein about the first 21 of my 79
matches at StonyCreek.

Years 2010-2020 and 58 addi-

tional matches are chronicled in the rest of the book. I
hope that you will be amused and enjoy these stories. If
so, then read the unabridged edition by going to:
Amazon.com/GolfTalesfromStonyCreek. The ebook is
formatted for easy reading on your phone, eReader, or
tablet device.
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Preface
“Trophies are for people with self-esteem issues.”
A Little Girl

This unauthorized autobiography* was originally
going to be titled Anatomy of a Double-Bogey. The
way I see it, when you get a par, that is good. When
you get a bogey, well, that happens a lot. When you

* Credit here to Bucky Katt of Get Fuzzy by Darby Conley. I
thought this was a very funny idea.
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get a double-bogey, then your game has just gone off
the rails. Mine is off the rails so often that sometimes
it is hard to find the tracks.
I consider it a good round of golf, a clean card, so to
speak, if I have no double-bogeys or worse. That
should likely produce a score in the 70’s, very
acceptable golf by my standards. My companion
book of excellent golf tips, Burn Before Reading, will
be out soon.
These are stories about a form of love, love of
physical activity, love of competition, love of fun,
love of a game. I love golf and, for the most part, it
has loved me back. It has loved me back often
enough that I can say that, when my golfing days are
over, it will have been one of the most enjoyable
activities of my life. Well, OK, sporting activities.
This is a personal memoir, and as such, it is difficult
business to know how honest, how fair, is one’s
treatment of one’s self. I think it is impossible to
know. I do believe that many of my golf experiences
are universal, and in laughing at them, I will be
laughing with you at myself most of all.
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This is about fun. Fun, fun, fun. Laughter is a
beautiful thing, and laughter is the main goal of
these golf tales. If you do not laugh, then I will have
missed my mark. And I do not mind that much of
the laughter will be at my expense. The little girl is
probably right about trophies, but I will continue
trying to collect one every year for as long as
possible. It is just fun to compete, fun to play, fun to
enjoy fellowship with other golfers. Fun, fun, fun.
C. S. Lewis says that the love of onions may be a
God-given gift to a man who loves cooking. It is an
avocation that keeps him out of trouble in other
ways, like a pleasant distraction that keeps him from
sin. Who can say how much trouble golf has helped
me avoid?
“The secret of life is enjoying the passage of time.”
James Taylor

Time is going to pass, whether we want it to or not.
Maybe James has it exactly right. Time is going by
and we have the option to make the best of it. And
what could be better than to play a round of golf on
a hot summer day with your friends?
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These stories will probably not even raise a ripple at
StonyCreek, although I cannot actually think of a
better way to paint a target on one’s back. When I
mentioned these stories to my ever-practical friend,
Marv, he asked, “Well, who’s going to read your book?”
I am not sure I know the answer for that. I guess
golfers who love life and love to laugh would be a
good answer, because while golf may be a central
theme of these stories, observations about life and
human nature are probably the main ideas. A round
of golf can pack a lot of life into a few hours. And
for pure fun, nothing is any more enjoyable to me
than a closely-contested golf match.
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Dad’s Game
I’m gonna wrap my arms around my daddy’s neck
And tell him that I’ve missed him
And tell him all about the man that I became
And hope that it pleased him
Finally Home - MercyMe

We were standing on the men’s tee at StonyCreek
sometime around 1992 or 1993 about to tee off for a
winter round of golf on a cold January day. We did
not play much winter golf, but my Dad, my brother
Sam, my nephew Jon (the best golfer in the family),
and I decided to take advantage of the bright sunny
day. My Dad was a highly emotional and spiritual
man, and both of those traits were to be illustrated
on that first tee. He had the habit of always praying
before an event, before meals, before travel, before
anything significant. And a round of golf with his
two sons and grandson qualified as that. He loved
to be with us, and we loved to be with him.
Dad started to pray, and almost immediately he
began to get choked up with emotion. He turned to
me and said, “Joe, would you pray?” Being just like
him, I also got choked up, but managed to mumble
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out a brief prayer, something like, “Lord, thank you
for this beautiful day and this chance to be together.
Please bless our round of golf. Amen!” Of course, we
had great fun that day. I believe that was the last
round of golf any of us played with my Dad. He
died in February of 1994.
Dad was not a good golfer, but he did not care. He
loved to be outdoors, and he loved the physical
activity of golf and the fellowship of the game.
Ready golf was a foreign concept to him. He would
be enjoying himself being outside and looking
around, and we would almost always have to tell
him when it was his turn to play. He was never in a
hurry on the golf course. He often posted scores in
the 110’s and 120’s because he counted every stroke.
Dad posted many of those outrageous scores at
Sycamore Springs and a few of them at StonyCreek.
He loved to play with his brother, my Uncle Dave,
when he was visiting from Gridley, California or
when my Dad was out there. You have never seen
any two people enjoy each other and laugh so much
as those two did on the golf course. They called their
never-ending competition the GIGGO, the Greater
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Indianapolis Greater Gridley Open. Why it was an
Open we never knew. It was just the two of them
posting scores in the 120’s and laughing the whole
way. Sam and I made the mistake once of referring
to the two of them as the “Codgi” (our Latin take, I
guess, for Codgers). Boy they did not like that! It
probably was too overt a reference to their ages.
One of Dad’s favorite clubs was a 10-iron, a unique
club with the lower loft of maybe a 3-iron combined
with the length of a 7-iron (7+3=10?). He hit that club
more often than any other in his bag. Never seen a
10-iron? Neither had we. It was probably made in
about 1950. A few days after my Dad died, my
friend Wayne secretly got the club from my Mom
and had it framed for us.

Wayne inscribed it on the back of the frame:
March 4, 1994
Joe and Sam:
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Remember the laughter.
Remember the fun.
Remember the “10” iron.
Your dad will always be remembered as a
great man who could always bring laughter.
Your Friends always,
Wayne and Jeri Lee
Wayne and Dad are both gone now, but that framed
club brings back fond memories of both of them.
My Dad would never play with a new ball. As a
child of the depression, and he never wanted to
waste anything. He would therefore always play
with the worst ball in his bag, so the better ones
would be saved for another round. Of course, he
never played them in the next round either, so the
best balls were never played at all. I acquired some
of that same thinking from him regarding saving my
best balls for later. I do, however, always play a new
ball for match-play competition.

Old or new, I

always seem to have about five pounds of balls in
my bag.
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Dad was a man who loved word-play, and he passed
that on to me. One day during a round of golf at
StonyCreek, I challenged him and my brother to a
golf cliché contest. The rules were simple: you could
only use a cliché once, and it had to be used at an
appropriate moment. For example, after a putt that
came up short, you could say, “Never up, never in,”
and win a point.

Of course, I won the contest

because I know them all.
One of the last times we played with Dad at
Sycamore Springs, we believe his tee shot on the 18th
tee ended up in a squirrel hole high up in a tall tree.
We all swear that was what happened. He skied it
left, and we never saw the ball after it went in that
hole. If the tree is still there, then so is my Dad’s ball.
Samuel R. Graves, Jr. was a career Army soldier and
officer. He was one of the Greatest Generation, and
he served in two wars, World War II and Vietnam.
As a Sergeant, he was captured during the Battle of
the Bulge, and served out the rest of the war in a
German prison camp.

At one point during his

forced march across Germany he was lined against
a wall by a firing squad. He prayed and promised
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God that, if He would spare his life, he would serve
God for the rest of his life. He kept that promise,
later went to seminary, and re-entered the Army as
a chaplain in 1953. For the whole WWII story, read
the newspaper article and see his Stalag IV B
credentials in Appendix A. After more than 20 years
as a chaplain, he retired from the Army in 1968 as a
Lt. Colonel. He then served in the Red Cross as
director of services to military families in a role
similar to that of a chaplain. After he retired from
the Red Cross, he continued to volunteer so much of
his time that he was named Volunteer of the Year.
No, Dad’s game was not really golf. His priority was
friendship. He was the most people-oriented person
you could ever know. He made friends everywhere
he went.

He knew his Toyota mechanic at the

dealership personally. If he were driving by, he
would stop in at his doctor’s office, not for an
appointment, but to chat with his friend, the front
desk receptionist.

When he died, hundreds of

people came to his funeral service. It lasted several
hours because so many people wanted to share a few
words about his impact on their lives.
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The

procession to the cemetery was well over fifty cars
long. When my Mom went to the Marathon station
a couple of weeks later to get the oil changed in her
car, she mentioned that my Dad had died. The
mechanic rolled out from under the car and began to
weep. He mourned, “He was my friend.”
If I were half as friendly and caring as my Dad, I
would be a wonderful man. No, he did not teach me
anything about golf skills, but he taught me to love
the game, and, oh, so much more.
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My Game
“It’s a line drive over second base!”
Any baseball broadcaster

Sports have always been a part of my life, a great
part.

I have enjoyed both spectator sports and

participation sports. My primary spectator sports
have been NFL football, NBA basketball, and all
forms of golf. In the NFL, my first love is for the
Green Bay Packers. I became a Packers fan during
my summers in Door County, Wisconsin in 1967 and
1968 when the Packers won the first two Super
Bowls. As a Green Bay fan, I have watched them
win four championships with some of the great

quarterbacks, Bart Starr, Brett Favre, and Aaron
Rodgers. When I returned to Indianapolis in 1987, I
added the Colts and Pacers to my list of favorite
professional teams.

With the Colts I was a fan
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during the eras of another two great quarterbacks,
Peyton Manning, and Andrew Luck. And of course,
I was a fan of the Pacers during Reggie Miller’s
entire career and the Pacers’ 2000 run to the NBA
finals. I have been totally spoiled by rooting for
those successful teams. But, as we all know, being a
fan can also be truly miserable. As soon as I became
a Packers fan, Vince Lombardi left Green Bay, and
the Packers were in football hell for 25 years until
Holmgren, Favre, and White showed up. But I was
hooked, and it was too late. I suffered through hell
with them.
My most enduring spectator memories, though, are
from golf. I was in the stands with my wife Lois by
the 18th green when Tiger won the 2000 US Open at
Pebble Beach by 12 strokes. I was there with my
brother Sam for the Saturday round at Valhalla in
2000 when the U. S. won the Ryder Cup. And Brian
and I went to the 2012 Ryder Cup at Medinah for the
Saturday round.
For compelling television there is nothing like the
Ryder Cup. Forget reality TV. There is nothing less
real than allowing a television camera and crew into
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your living room. But team golf competition? That
is about as real as it gets. Take the 1991 Ryder Cup
at Kiawah Island. You had grown men crying about
success and failure... in golf. That event completely
captured my imagination, and I have watched with
interest every Ryder Cup since. The American win
at Brookline was absolutely awesome.

And of

course, there are the majors. Who could not love
Bubba Watson’s great hook out of the trees at the
Masters? Or Phil’s meltdown in the U. S. Open at
Winged Foot? And who could not appreciate Tiger
Woods winning the 2008 U. S. Open in 90 holes with
a broken leg?
And I also love the competition and physical activity
that participation sports provide.

I have played

baseball, softball, golf, football, basketball, handball,
racquetball, badminton, tennis, volleyball, and even
a little ice hockey. If it is competitive and physical, I
love it. I have enjoyed a little bit of success in every
sport. In baseball I was a game-MVP, and my friend
Marv and I were on the team that won the week-long
championship at Dodgers camp.

I have hit the

game-winning home run in softball. And as player19

coach,

my

fast-

pitch team went
undefeated
season.

As

catcher,

I

one
a
have

thrown out the guy
trying

to

steal

second.

No team

ever tried again to
steal on me for the
rest of my career. I
have quarterbacked and scored the winning
touchdown in college intramural football.

In

basketball I have made the 3-pointer. I played fullcourt basketball until I was 58. All of those things
were great fun.
But golf is the one sport that you can continue to
play throughout your life.

Gone is the football,

baseball, softball, and basketball. What is left is my
primary sport, golf, a game that can be frustrating,
mystical, and occasionally beautiful. Unfortunately,
as avid as I am about golf, I am not particularly good
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at it, and as I age, my game is getting worse with
each passing year.

Good, however, is a relative

concept. Compared to real golfers (professionals)
not many people could be considered good.
Compared to the overall population of golfers, I look
somewhat better. At my best I have been good in
streaks about once every four years. But each year
my game just gets lower and slower. Lower and
slower.
I have never actually shot par for a round of golf. I
have played both of the nines at StonyCreek under
par, but never, of course, in the same round. I shot
a 73 from the blue tees (see 2003), and a 72 once from
the white tees. The hole that did me in was the 16th,
a hole that has been my bane for years. That hole
used to be more difficult than it is now because it
used to have a couple of tall trees on the right that
impeded the approach.

That entire forest was

thinned out several years ago by a blight that
probably killed 30 trees including those that affected
the approach on 16. Technically speaking I have
played par golf on holes 1-18 consecutively at
StonyCreek, but it was a fluke over two different
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rounds on consecutive days. In 2011 Brian and I
played the course twice, back-to-back, starting on
the 10th hole both
days. I shot par on
the front nine the first
day, and shot par on
the back nine the
second day. What are
the odds of

doing

that? That is as close
to par as I have come. Brian, on the other hand, has
shot par while playing with me. That was a fun day.
As I get older, I think my chances of shooting my age
get better than my chances of shooting par. Hope
remains, but it dims.
Several years ago, I went into a golf store to just
browse and try some clubs.

My 17-mph swing

would not even register on their simulator. Then
later I visited a golf superstore to look at drivers in
the hope that something might help my tee game. I
was hitting the ball so low that it would barely
register

on

their

stupid
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tracking

machine.

According to the simulator I was only driving the
ball about 140-150 yards. Now I know that on a
good drive I can still hit it about 200 yards, and I told
the salesman so. He believed his machine instead of
me and said that, if that was true, I should take my
old Cobra Amp Cell driver home, sleep with it every
night, and never let it out of my sight. He said that
nothing he could sell me would help me. Not being
a fan of jackassery, I bought my new high-loft
TaylorMade M3 driver online, and have not been
back to that store since.
The lowness and slowness of my game has not
stopped me from wanting to compete.

I would

describe my game as scraping. As in scrape, not
scrap. I scrape the ball around the course. Ballstriking is a foreign concept to me. My greens-inregulation percentage is ridiculously low. Apart
from my wedges, most of my shots are about as low
as a line drive over second base. That is caused by
my slow-swing-speed, short-follow-through, knockdown kind of swing. My ideal course conditions are
dry, hard, and fast with lots of rollout in the
fairways. Twelve to fifteen years ago StonyCreek
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was like that in July and August, perfect for my
scraping style of play. Now the course is in far better
condition during the summer heat, and less friendly
to my low game.
Fortunately, style points are not a factor in match
play, and the object of the game is to get the ball in
the hole regardless of technique. And there are a
couple aspects of my game that are fairly unique.
One of those is my putting grip. I am the only golfer
I know of that uses this putting grip, where my left
index finger points down the shaft, and my right
fingers

wrap

around both the
shaft and my left
index finger. That
is all done in an
attempt to keep my
wrists from being
involved with my
stroke. Not that it
works, but it is just
what I am trying to
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do. Am I the only golfer in the world who uses the
correct putting grip? I doubt it, but I prefer to think
so. I have been putting this way for so many years
that there is no way I will ever change it. My putter
itself is also rather unique. It is a counter-balanced
Ping Scottsdale Pickemup B with quite a bit of
weight in the grip. It started off as a belly putter
with which I had a lot of success. When they
changed the rules to eliminate anchoring, I decided
to keep the putter, and cut it off to make it about five
inches shorter. Then I put a new Ping grip on it – the
result being a long counter-weighted club. If you
held it from the end of the grip straight out away
from you it would feel about as heavy as a mace. But
the swing weight is much lighter, and I love the feel
of the club. Once again, I may be the only golfer in
the world with this particular putter. I suspect every
golfer has something unique about his or her game.
Another somewhat strange aspect of my game is
that I hover my clubs over the ball. Many pros such
as Matt Kuchar do this with their drivers, but no one
I know of does it with their irons.

Bill V has

unsuccessfully tried to talk me out of this habit
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which started 5-6 years ago. My biggest problem in
golf is my tendency to hit the ball fat, especially with
my irons. Even with hovering the club 2-3 inches
above the ball, I tend to hit the ground two inches
behind the ball. Without the hovering, I might hit it
3-4 inches behind the ball. Soft fairways kill me. I
have never discovered the art of ball-striking, and I
doubt that I will.
Liking your equipment is important because golf is
such a psychological game. I love my clubs, so I
should be really good with them, right? I believe
technology has its limits. I do not need a car that
gives me a massage or a golf club with Bluetooth.
Here is what is in my bag:
Driver - TaylorMade M3 light shaft, set to 14 degrees
3-Wood - TaylorMade M3, light shaft, set to highest loft
5-Wood - TaylorMade M3, light shaft, set to highest loft
9-Wood - TaylorMade M6, light shaft
Irons - 5-PW - Cleveland 588 Altitude, light graphite shafts
Wedges - Cleveland 588 RTX 56 degree and 60 degree
Putter - Counter-balanced 38” Ping Scottsdale Pickemup B
Balls - Titlest ProV1x and Bridgestone Tour BRXS
Grips – Winn Dri-Tac medium (blue)
Tees - 2 ¾ “ ProLength (they last a long time)
Markers - Green Bay logo marker and a Canadian dime*
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Shoes - Ecco Biom

* I use two markers now if I have to move my marker
over.

See my match in 2000 for why this is

important. And a Canadian dime is small, shiny,
magnetic, and is not worth much, all great qualities
for a ball marker. Many years ago, I knew a golfer
who marked his ball with a quarter-Rand. Now that
was a genuinely bad idea. When he lost it, he was
justifiably miserable.

No one needs a $400 ball

marker. A dime does just fine.
I have always preferred to carry fairway woods
instead of hybrids. I have more woods in my bag
than all of my friends and most other golfers. For
many years I carried TaylorMade RBZ woods, but
finally moved on from them.
lighter swing-weight clubs.

I generally prefer

My Cleveland irons

have about the lightest swing-weight available.
These are not exactly power clubs. My friend Matt
might not recognize them as golf clubs at all. Of
course, he can hit his stiff-shaft 8-iron 200 yards.
Every golfer uses the clubs he thinks are best for his
game. My game is a variation of a game called golf.
I scrape it around with these fine tools of the trade.
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For me golf is very much a seasonal game, because
Indiana has a full complement of seasonal weather.
I love at 98-degree day in August so much because I
hate the 18-degree days in February (I consider
February the longest month). My game follows a
familiar seasonal pattern:

HDCP Index

2012 Handicap History
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

My handicap index goes up in the spring as I try to
find my swing each year. It peaks around the first
of June, then gradually descends until Labor Day as
my game rounds into form. Every year it resembles
a choppy bell curve. Above is what happened in
2012 when I achieved the lowest index of my career
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at 8.0. I should probably never play a competitive
match until as late in July as possible because my
index is descending rapidly as the weather heats up.
I won a bracket that year at least in part because my
index on July 4th was 12.1, and it fell like a brick until
I played my final handicapped match on September
5th. In theory this also happens among my peers.
I cannot relate to trying to stay in form year-round.
I enjoy golf in January if I play a resort round or two,
but it is never good golf. I honestly think most pros
do not try to stay in peak form all year. Some of
them are better in January than July, but I think most
pace themselves for their peak times. My peak time
is around the middle of August, perfect for Club
Championship season if I can hang on in July.
I have made five or six eagles at StonyCreek, all on
the par-4’s. I cannot explain that. Even a scraper like
me hits a perfect approach shot once in a while.
Holing out from the fairway I something I have done
several times with my friends, but never in a match.
I guess I did hole out once on number 3 in a match,
but that was for an embarrassing birdie after having
to lay up. Not that I declined the win.
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I have only one hole-in-one, and that was not at
Stony. I had been married to my beautiful wife Lois
for about a year in 1995 when she bought me a round
of golf at Ironwood for my birthday. We were goofy
in love, and I wanted her to ride along with me for a
fun afternoon of golf. We played along with two
doctors.
On the third hole on the lower nine, I hit a nice 7iron for the 150-yard shot. It was right on the pin,
but it was far enough away that we could not see
where it settled. We could not find it on the green
until we checked the pin. It was a pretty quiet ace
with no whooping and hollering, just some laughs
and smiles. Lois has only ridden with me maybe 6
or 7 times for a round of golf in our 27 years of
marriage. What are the odds that my only hole-inone would come on the second or third time she was
with me? I guess when you are happy, happy things
happen.
Here is my formula for how you should plan to
make an ace. First marry a very beautiful woman
who is a wonderful person. Be happy in your life
with her, and take her everywhere you go. Go
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golfing with her
along, and make
your ace while
she is watching.
That will make
things
even
happier. Simple.
You should try it.
I have played a few of the great courses in my golf
career:

St. Andrews, TPC Sawgrass, Doral, TPC

Scottsdale, and La Costa are some of them.

At

Sawgrass I hit my tee shot over the green and into
the water twice. After watching the pros do that
over the years, I do not feel too bad about it. At St.
Andrews I tried to get a caddie, but they were all tied
up with an R&A outing. Fortunately, I was able to
play with two local women. Without them I would
have not known where some of the fairways were. I
birdied one hole, and got out of the famous road hole
bunker with a nice sand shot (I still triple-bogeyed
the hole because my first drive was sliced out-ofbounds right and hit the hotel). That was a once-ina-lifetime fun experience. I made a par on a par-5 at
TPC Scottsdale in the same year that Tiger Woods
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had bogeyed it. So, I have even beaten Tiger. Who
says I can’t play golf?

Logos are trademarks of the NFL, NBA, Packers, Colts, and Pacers.
My baseball card and putting grip are trademarks of me.
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My Club

“Where everybody knows your name…”
Cheers

I have been a member of this club since 1987. But
you say the club is not that old. But, ah, I was a
member at Sycamore Springs Golf Club, the
wonderful ancestor of StonyCreek that was also
owned by the Taylor family. That was a great little
course in the Clearwater area on Dean Road just
south of the Indianapolis Racquet Club. It was set in
a beautiful woods of tall sycamore trees, and more
than half of the holes played through the woods. I
may be one of the few members left at StonyCreek
that was previously a member at Sycamore Springs.
Sycamore Springs Golf Club had the same family
feel to it as StonyCreek. It should because it is the
same family.

As Indianapolis grew up around
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Sycamore Springs, eventually the land was sold for
beautiful housing in the woods. The Taylor family
had already invested in the future by building
StonyCreek Golf Club. I started playing StonyCreek
shortly after it opened in 1990, but I continued to
play more often at Sycamore Springs until it closed
after the 1994 season because it was closer to my
office and it was just so much fun.
The primary proprietor at Sycamore Springs was Joe
Taylor, Sam’s father. My friend Wayne and I would
show up about 5:15am on a Saturday morning to be
the first players off the tee at 5:30. Joe, who lived at
the course, would welcome us with a free cup of
coffee just for being there so early. It was so dark on
the tee that you had to stand behind the player
teeing off just to get a general idea about which way
the ball took off. By the time we reached our balls it
was just getting light enough to find them. It was
great fun to play in the woods with those tiny
greens. StonyCreek by comparison has huge greens,
gigantic greens.

One of my favorite holes at

Sycamore Springs was an 80-yard par-3 with a tiny
green set behind a bunker. I think it may have been
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hole number 11. I believe it was one of the shortest
holes I have ever played, but certainly not the
easiest.
My first competitive golf was played at Sycamore
Springs. I played several years in various brackets
based on a qualifying score, but I never came close
to competing in the Championship Flight. The only
time I won a flight was in 1990 in a bracket called the
Treasurer’s Flight. If you know anything about the
officers of a corporation, then you know that the
treasurer is pretty far down the totem pole (below
the president, vice-president, and so on). Everyone
(all eight of us) in the flight posted a qualifying score
in the mid-90’s, so this was, no doubt, the bottom
flight. Sam Taylor could probably verify the depths
to which we had played to earn our bracket entries.
We were obviously not very good, but at least we
were peers. I won all three matches and won the
flight. I may have been in the cellar, but I was, by
golly, the winner in the cellar. And I enjoyed it. I
enjoyed that feeling, it was fun, and I was hooked.
In the 1990’s I was very busy with my start-up
software company, so it was ten years later before I
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began to play in the club matches at StonyCreek
(pictured here).

I have often wondered why any golf course would
use the word course in its name instead of the word
club. Course is just so pedestrian compared to club.
A club is a place where you want to belong. It
connotes fellowship. Sycamore Springs was, and
StonyCreek is a Golf Club. The club is named after
the creek on the north border of the course. I agree
with their choice of Stony over Stoney. Why? Just
because. I believe that is the correct spelling of the
word. And when it comes to names, my association
with StonyCreek actually extends beyond golf.
When I was in the process of rebranding my
software company, Joseph Graves Associates, Inc., I
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reached out to Joe Taylor to find out who had done
StonyCreek’s logo. I liked the artwork, and wanted
a logo based on how I signed my initials, and the
same guy that designed the StonyCreek logo
developed mine:

In the beginning, Joe was there with his dogs, and
Sam and his sister Judy helped him run the place.
Sam has carried on many of the traditions of his
father including the dogs. My friends and I play a
lot of courses, but StonyCreek is by far our primary
track. It is just our favorite place to play golf, and it
is the only club where we are members. We know
the pros and most of the staff. And they know all of
us by name. And I always greet the dogs. I love the
dogs. Where else can you play golf where there are
great dogs?
The StonyCreek logo is a trademark of StonyCreek Golf Club.
The JG logo is a trademark of Leaf Software Solutions, Inc.
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Flying 8-Irons and Such
“I’m amphibious.” A college basketball player on
TV explaining his ability to dribble with either hand

“A funny story, if it has the element of genuine wit,
has the same effect on me that I suppose a good
square drink of whiskey has on an old toper; it puts
new life into me.” Abraham Lincoln

Numerous funny things have happened to me on the golf
course. Some were my fault; some were just the silliness
of life coming forth. Here are a few examples.
Around 1975 my boss Joe C and I were playing Coffin or
Riverside early in my golf career. We were on the back
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nine on one of the holes headed north alongside Cold
Spring Road. Joe took out his 8-iron, and made a relaxed
swing at the ball. He was so relaxed that he lost his grip
on the club, and it went flying up into the air high to our
left, directly toward the road. It landed in the middle of
the right lane, bounced once, stood completely upright,
handle down on the road, and a car came along and
chopped it in two. Joe should probably tighten his grip a
little.
In or about 1985 I had my own flying 8-iron experience,
one I would regret for years to come. I was golfing in
Virginia Beach (where I lived at the time) with a young
friend and protégé, Wayne E.

Wayne was 12 years

younger than I and was impressionable. That day I made
an impression. We were playing a semi-beautiful golf
course aptly named Stumpy Lake. On the back nine I hit
a poor shot, and proceeded to throw my 8-iron in disgust
as hard as possible. I should probably tighten my grip on
reality a little.
My 8-iron toss was as bad as the golf shot, and I pulled it
left into the trees. It wrapped around a limb and broke
in two. It is probably better to be chopped in half by a car
than to be destroyed by a dumb player. I resolved on the
spot to quit throwing clubs in anger. However, from that
moment forward Wayne became a club-thrower. I tried
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to explain to Wayne that I was wrong and stupid to do
that, but the damage had been done. I had successfully
mentored him as a club-thrower, and it took him 10-15
years to break the habit. The golf course became a more
dangerous place during his club-throwing days. I said
goodbye to Wayne for the last time in the parking lot at
StonyCreek after a round in the fall of 2011. He died from
Mesothelioma the following year before we could play
another round. He was a good man and a good friend,
and I will miss his fiery personality on the links.
About 10 years later in about 1995, I was riding with my
friend, Nick, on the way down to Riverside to play with
a friend of his whom I had not met. He told me his
friend’s name was Keith. I am not sure how it happened,
but I got things turned around in my mind, and I thought
to myself that we were going to play with a guy named
Rick. Nick, Rick, Keith, whatever. Now I am a relatively
shy guy when it comes to meeting people. I have a low
social IQ and seldom remember a person’s name fifteen
seconds after we are introduced because the moment of
meeting someone is just not a good time for me to capture
his or her name. That is strange, but that is just the way
it is with me.
So, we proceed to arrive at the course, and I am thinking
I am going to meet Rick. I walk into the clubhouse and see
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a guy waiting there that I am sure is Rick. I approach him
and extend my hand meaning to say You must be Rick. My
brain freezes over and as I shake his hand I say, “Hi, I’m
Rick.” Now this may be the stupidest situation you can
get yourself into. It was unbelievably embarrassing. No
one ever forgets his own name. I was Joe. He was Keith.
No one there was Rick. I tried to recover by saying, “I
mean, I’m Joe - you must be Rick.” He said, “No, I’m Keith.”
I am sure he thought I was a complete nut case.
A few years later I was on the second green at Plum Creek
playing a summer round with my older brother Sam, and
a good friend of mine Marshall.
completed the foursome.

Marshall’s son

Sam and I had never met

Marshall’s son, and apparently, he was confused as to
our relationship and comparative ages. My gray hair and
Sam’s dark brown hair probably had something to do
with it. Sam was standing over a three-foot putt, and I
heard Marshall’s son say, “Aren’t you going to give your
son that putt?” I am standing there not even paying
attention, and it took me a moment to stop and think, wait
a second… who is he talking to? Not to Marshall… Not to
Sam… Well, dammit, he is talking to me! He thinks my older
brother is my son! I will never live that down with Sam.
The laugh was on the other foot when Sam, his son Jon,
and I played The Fort a few years later. Stepping up to
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the first tee Sam declared something preposterous. He
said that he had a new attitude about golf, and he
declared “Golfamic Jihad” on us. Yes, those were his
words.

He immediately hooked his tee shot out of

bounds left on that tight hole. So much for Jihad. We
both beat him that day to douse his brief Golfamic fire.
Two other funny incidents happened at StonyCreek, both
at the 5th hole. The cart path between the 5th green and
the 6th tee crosses the ditch that guards the left side of that
green. One day Dennis and I got into our cart, and he
proceeded to lose control of the cart, and we ended up
down the left side of the path with the cart straddling the
ditch. How we got down there no one knew for sure
because it happened pretty quickly.
ditch was not full of water.

Thankfully, the

But the cart was not

damaged, we were able to get it out, and played on after
a bunch of laughs. We did not report the incident in the
clubhouse. I guess we are reporting it now.
One of our regular foursome Charles is a good golfer, but
boy is he stubborn. He went on a couple of years later to
try to prove that he was amphibious.

He had just

knocked his ball into 30-inch-deep water in the ditch to
the right of the fairway on a cool November day.
Reaching as far toward his precious ball as he could with
an iron, he lost his balance, cried, “Oh, no!”, and plunged
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face-first into the icy water. He went completely under
ala Woody Austin at the 2007 President’s Cup. He came
up looking like the monster from the black lagoon,
completely soaked. He refused to quit, and played on
with us. Now that was a cold 13 holes of golf. We do not
think he ever told Kathy, but now, sorry Charles, the cat
is out of the bag. We were concerned for him, but he
survived, went home, and eventually got warm and dry.
Apparently, he did not even catch a cold. So, all ended
well for Mr. Amphibious. The next spring Brian gave
Charles a ball retriever to help him avoid future visits to
the deep.
Back to doubts about my age. A more satisfying question
about my age came after a match at StonyCreek. At some
point in my match-play career, I had just won a match
against a younger player in the second flight from the
blue tees. I was probably giving him close to 20 years.
As we left the 18th green he asked, “So, how old are you?”
Sort of like, how could an old guy like you beat me? I
probably told him 53, but I was thinking, Older, maybe,
but better than you.
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How to Lose a Match the Hard Way
Rules Purgatory
“I hate all the rules of golf.” Chi Chi Rodriquez
“Do the right thing.” Spike Lee
•

2000 first match, Second Flight, not handicapped, blue
tees

The rules are a strange thing. Sometimes it feels like we
could live without them, but then there would be no
game. The rules define the game, and I have, therefore, a
begrudging respect for them. It is in the fine print, the
technical rules, where I have the most problems.
Chagrinned as I am to admit it, I have over the years,
called at least five unseen penalties on myself in matchplay competition, two of which cost me the matches. The
first of these disastrous self-imposed penalties came
against Dan K in 2000. It was not even a penalty as such.
It was more an allowance due to a strange situation. Dan
was clearly the better player, and could out-drive me by
20-30 yards on every hole. However, when we came to
the 18th tee, I was only 1-down, so I was still in the match.
On the 18th green I was lying 3 and Dan 4. He asked me
to move my mark over, as it was in his line. He missed
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his putt, I proceeded to putt out and win the hole. We
were all-square and went on to play the first again to
determine the match. As I marked my ball on the first
green a huge doubt crept into my mind. Did I put my mark
back on the 18th green or not? I putted out and ostensibly
won the hole, thereby winning the match.

Let the

madness begin, because I had this nagging doubt as to
whether I had replaced my mark on the previous hole. I
was not sure. I could not remember moving it back, but
that did not mean for sure that I had not. It certainly
would not have been the first time I could not remember
something from 10 minutes earlier.

If I had to bet,

however, I would guess that I had not moved it back. I
told Dan what I was thinking, and, proposed that we play
on. It was new life for Dan, so he agreed.
By any measure of decent golf, I should have won the 20th
hole and ended it there. I had a down-hill 10-footer for
birdie.

I must have made the common and foolish

mistake of trying to make that putt because I blew it
seven feet past. I thought what an idiot I am! This was a
Phil Michelson at Winged Foot moment for me. A little
gentle nudge of a putt was all that was required there. I
missed my come-backer, and we both bogeyed the hole.
I lost the match on the 21st hole when I missed a down-
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hill 5-foot putt for par.

It was almost as if I was

determined to keep playing until I had lost.
This may have been my first match at StonyCreek, and it
was not fun to lose it. In the end, however, it was not a
bad bargain. It had been my first time to meet Dan. I had
lost the match, but made a friend. We have been friends
ever since, occasionally playing golf, more often playing
poker together. Dan even helped me build a beautiful
home in Noblesville about a mile west of StonyCreek in
Stony Ridge.
Ever since that match in 2000, I have used two coins for
ball markers if I need to move my mark back. Otherwise,
I will forget to do it. Hopefully, you live and learn.

Joe’s Secret to putting his marker back
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Break Even
“Experience: What I thought I had until I got some more.”
•

2001 Two matches, Second Flight, blue tees, not
handicapped

My sparse calendar notes from 2001 indicated that I
played two matches within two days:
Date
Flight Tee
07/28 Second
B
07/30 Second
B
2001 record: 1-1

HDCP
N/A
N/A

Result
W 4&3 81
L 3&2 84

Opponent
Chumley
Chad S

I have no record of Chumley’s last name, but it should
not be too difficult for someone to figure out, given the
first name. Considering they were from the blue tees, my
scores were acceptable, but not good enough to advance
in the bracket.

Just winning one match was an

accomplishment. It was my first win at StonyCreek.
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A Good Run
“The older you get, the better you used to be.”
U. S. Solheim Captain Betsy King

•

2002 four matches, Second Flight, blue tees, not
handicapped

My golf records are not great before 2003 because prior
to that I did not keep a journal. So, I have no record of
what happened in 2002 except from a calendar where I
noted that I had played matches with various
competitors. Those notes indicated the following:
Date
Flight Tee
07/14 Second
B
08/02 Second
B
08/06 Second
B
08/16 Second
B
2002 record: 3-1

HDCP
12.9
12.9
12.9
12.9

Result
W 1up 85
W 3&2 79
W 2up 84
L~3&2 82

Opponent
Bob D
Milton C
Brent S
Dan K

My calendar was missing an entry, and I had to dig a little
deeper to find out to whom I had lost the final match
from the blue tees. When I found the evidence, the
memories came back that Dan K and I had played the
final match on the 16th of August. On the 11th tee I was
4-down. Most people would have given up, but I kept
scraping and won that hole. As we were playing the 12th
somehow the controversy in the 2000 Solheim Cup came
to mind, and I mentioned it to Dan.
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In that event Annika Sorenstam had just chipped in for a
birdie to win, at least it was thought, a hole in a close team
best-ball match. Not so fast, Annika. She was off the green,
but had apparently played out of turn. Much to her
dismay and that of the European audience, her American
competitors made her re-play the shot. It was a tearful,
frustrating turn of events that angered the European
team so much that they went on to beat the Americans
handily in Scotland that year.
I had just told Dan that story, then within five minutes I
proceeded to do the exact same thing. I was lying two in
the bunker, and played a nice sand shot to within a
couple of feet from the pin. Dan was on the green, but
farther from the hole. Much to my embarrassment and
chagrin, he mentioned my story and my gaff to me. He
had a decision to make. Would he make me hit it again?
Being a better sportsman than the American Solheim
team, he allowed my play to stand, and I believe I won
the hole to get me to just 2-down in the match.
Then came the backbreaker. Playing from the blue tees
we both reached the 13th green in regulation. I was below
the hole and confident I would make my par. Dan, by
contrast, was about 30-40 feet above the hole which was
cut on the left side of the green. Having been above the
hole there many times before, I was thinking that Dan
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would have a hard time to stop his ball within 10 feet on
that super-fast putt. It was, after all, a hot day in August,
and the greens were quick.
Dan struck his putt and his ball raced down the hill. I
fully expected it to go 10-15 feet past, but it slammed into
the back of the cup for a birdie. My comeback was
thwarted, and I never got back in the match. I believe the
final score was about 3&2. This was my best performance
in the Club Championship so far, however, and I was
pleased to play so many matches.
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Best Ever
“Where did that come from?” Joe & Joe
•

2003 two matches, Championship Flight, blue tees, 15th
seed

The spring of 2003 was one of the wettest in Indiana in
many years. It rained heavily throughout much of May
and early June. By comparison to a typical year, there
were many fewer rounds played at StonyCreek that
spring. Why do I remember this, you say? Because it
contributed to an unusual twist in my golf match-play
season and that of my first competitor, Joe S. Because of
all of the rain, the number of qualifiers for the Club
Championship was way down from the usual number of
entries, and the result was there were only two brackets.
I must have posted a decent qualifying score because I
remember being excited that I would have a good
seeding in the Second Flight, where I had usually
qualified before. Instead, my score had qualified me as
the 15th seed in the Championship Flight, something I
neither expected nor particularly wanted. For a guy who
likes to play a lot of matches, the prospects were not
good. Many of the players in the Championship bracket
were low-handicappers and guys who shot regularly in
the low 70’s from the blue tees.
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On July 14th I decided on a whim to play 36 holes, a
morning round with my friends, and then my afternoon
match with Joe, which I fully expected to lose. I hoped
that playing well in the morning would give me some
confidence for the afternoon match. I figured, what could
it hurt? I was the 15th seed, and Joe was the #2 seed. In
the morning I played my warm-up round with Brian R
and Dennis K, two of my good friends, but shot an 85
from the blue tees, a pedestrian score and certainly not a
confidence booster.
The warm-up apparently helped, however, because I was
completely relaxed for the afternoon round, maybe even
a little tired. I played confidently, and I do not believe I
ever trailed in the match. If I did, then maybe I was at
most 1-down, because we both played well, and it was
close the entire way. Every hole was a par, bogey, or
birdie for both of us with no blow-up holes.
Joe S was the #2 seed and surely one of the best players
in the club. He probably had a good chance to become
the club champion that year. Joe had a smooth swing,
and his first drive went straight down the middle of the
fairway, probably 20 yards beyond mine. Amazingly, I
kept up with him and played very well on the front nine.
We were all square at the turn, and I was playing
confidently.
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Sometimes there is a calm that comes over you when you
play well that allows a good round to continue. To
compete with Joe, I was playing at the top of my game.
While it was stressful, it was also great fun to be involved
in a close match with a good golfer.
I shot 73 that day, the best round I have ever played from
the blue tees, definitely the best round of golf I have ever
played in competition.
My 73 was actually 3
over par because the 15th
hole was playing as a
par-3

due

to

flood

damage to the fairway
and green. That stroke
score was more accurate
than most match-play stroke scores because we were
both parring most of the holes, and very few putts were
conceded.
We came to the 18th tee all square. I was about as focused
and keyed up as you can be. For a right-hander, the tee
shot on that hole at Stony requires a 220-yard hard fade
from the blue tees to get into position in the corner of the
sharp 100° dogleg to the right. The hole is a pretty easy
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par-5 if you hit a good tee shot that makes it to the turn.
In 2003 it was out-of-bounds both left and right, so a hook
or slice was a sure-fire loser.
My stress level was intense, and I remember whispering
a prayer on the tee. Now I would never pray to win, so I
am sure I prayed something like, “Lord, please help me to
play my best.” Whatever you believe about prayer, the
result that day was that it had a calming effect on me. I
hit a beautiful shot into the neck of the corner. Joe also
hit a good drive, then we both hit decent second shots up
the valley toward the green to get into position inside the
150-yard marker.
The match turned at that point. Joe pulled his approach
shot, and ended up off the green about 75 feet left of the
pin. He chipped to within 8 feet from there. Meanwhile
I had hit a nice pitching wedge to within 15 feet. I was
feeling pretty good about my chances at that point, and
was confident over my putt. My primary thought was to
avoid a 3-putt. I hit a nice putt, it broke about a foot to
the left, and went straight into the center of the hole. I
conceded Joe’s par and the match was over 1-up.
My exceptional round seemed to come out of nowhere.
Joe was stunned. I was stunned. He asked me what I had
shot. I always know my score, and I told him 73. Joe
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must have been thinking where did that come from? I was
a 14-handicapper, and I was thinking the exact same
thing. I cannot explain it other than to say that I was
relaxed, confident, and played my best golf. That can
happen once in a while.
There is no accounting for what can happen on the golf
course. Who could explain how Angel Cabrera won the
Masters from the woods after hitting a tree on his second
shot? I am sure it would be of no comfort to Joe to realize
that I had played my best golf ever that day.
To cap off the season I played my second match in the
Championship Flight a couple of weeks later against Tom
R, a former club champion. Tom, no doubt, probably
wondered what I was doing there. I felt none of that
confidence I had felt in the first match, and got
thoroughly trounced 6&5.
happen once in a while.
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That apparently can also

Not Much
“Distracted from distraction by distraction” T. S. Eliot
•

2004 first match, Second Flight, blue tees, not
handicapped

In the summer of 2004, I was on a church mission team
that went to Costa Rica for about 10 days, a great
experience. If I was to be distracted from my golf goals,
then I had a good one. On the 17th of July I spent most of
the day in a team-building experience at a camp
somewhere in Hamilton County, then played a late
afternoon match with Mike D.
Mike won easily as I shot a 90, and wrote two things in
my journal: I was tired and played horribly; Mike should have
been in the Championship Flight. A little sour grapes there?
You could not win a candy bar playing worse-than-bogey
golf in the Second Flight, where the average qualifying
score would have been in the mid-80’s or better. Costa
Rica was great, but my golf season was over.
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Even Less
“Bull Hockey!” Charles cursing like a sailor
•

2005 first match, Second Flight, blue tees, not
handicapped

After my great showing the previous year, I hoped to do
better in 2005. My first and only match of the year was
against Chuck S on a Sunday morning. I got up at
6:00AM. That was my first mistake – I am not a morning
person, and should have known better. My journal entry
was short and to the point: Played poorly (91), and lost
badly (5&4).

Another one-and-done.

So much for

morning golf. Like a dummy I made that mistake of
playing in the morning several times in the years to come.
Maybe I don’t live and learn.
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How to Win Thirty-Third Place
Signing a brigadier general’s commission for
Napoleon Jackson Tecumseh Dana, Lincoln
pronounced the name; it would “certainly
frighten the enemy.” Carl Sandburg
•

2006, two matches, Third Flight, blue tees, not
handicapped, 1st seed �

My name on the bracket will never frighten an opponent.
It may amuse him, however, to the point that he could
lose the match all atwitter. It is more difficult to putt
while laughing. In 2006 my game was a mess. I could
not drive the ball. I was hitting this weak slice that would
not scare a rabbit on the silver tees. Playing was not
much fun, and my game was irrelevant to me, let alone in
the clubhouse. For several years I had been qualifying
somewhere in the middle of the 2nd flight, and would then
proceed to lose an early match. I decided that I needed
professional help. Not that I had not tried before. A few
years earlier I had gotten my handicap down to 10 and
had decided to take lessons to try to get it down to single
digits. That may have actually been when the mess
started. I will not name the pro because I doubt it was his
fault. He was not one of the pros at StonyCreek.
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Once again, I qualified poorly in 2006 from the blue tees
from which all flights were played. The first sixteen
qualifiers played in the championship flight, the next
sixteen in the second flight, and so on. I shot a 90 in
qualifying, had no time to re-qualify, and ended up as the
1st seed in the third flight. I was playing for 33rd place,
but that did not mean I wanted to lose. After all, my
terrific qualifying score had earned me a bye for the first
round.
My second-round match was against John B on July 30th,
one day after my birthday. It was a late afternoon match
on a hot and dry day, perfect for me. We played 18 holes
to a draw, so the match went to the 19th hole.
Surprisingly, John skulled his third shot over the green.
It was a white flag right pin placement, and I hit the right
side of the green only to watch my ball trickle over the
side and down the slope about 10 feet. John failed to get
up and down. Only about 25 feet from the pin, I needed
to get up and down, and tried to calm myself. I hit a
sweet little chip to within about 2 feet and putted out for
par to win 1-up. I was pretty pleased with that chip with
the match on the line. It was the only shot of the day that
I remember perfectly clearly these many years later, and
probably the only shot worth remembering.
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My game was so bad that I decided to try lessons again.
I wrote in my journal my swing is seriously messed up. This
time I reached out to Bill V, the head pro at StonyCreek.
I have decided since then that Bill is the best bargain in
sports. For as little time as I have spent with him, he has
had a huge impact on my game. I told him about my
driver woes, and we talked in general about my game. I
hit a bunch of shots for Bill and showed him the few
things I was doing right. We discussed eliminating my
weak slice. He told me to strengthen my grip, which I
did not do then, and never have done since. But I took
what he said and tried to think it through. It is hard at
the age of 58 to make big changes to your swing,
especially as in my case, my grip. I learned that the last
time. I am not sure exactly how to explain it, but it was
more like I learned from Bill through osmosis.
We talked and I translated his comments about my grip
into two ideas. The first was I would close the clubface
down a little with my standard neutral grip. This was my
variation on his stronger grip instruction and seemed
easier to accomplish. The second idea, which is probably
more germane to my improvement, was to take charge of
each shot, to take charge of where I wanted to the ball to
go and what shape each shot would take.
decision about your shot, and then hit that shot.
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Make a

My lessons with Bill would often follow this pattern. I
would describe the shot I was about to attempt and then
hit it. I would say “I’m going to hit a fade,” or “Here is my
attempt at a draw.” Bill would make comments about each
shot and encourage me along the lines, “Keep doing that,”
or “If you can do that, then what is your problem?” It always
boiled down to taking charge of my game. Cut the ball
when you need to, hit it high when you need to, and so
on. He encouraged me that I already had the skills. I just
needed to apply them better.
“All the direction is imparted at the moment of impact.”
Tiger Woods

It has always amazed me that 18 holes of golf comes
down to contact between the clubhead and the ball that
lasts for maybe 4-5 seconds for an entire round. All the
ball knows is what it learns in that split second while in
contact with the club. It does not care how fat you are,
how old you are, or what your handicap is. It just follows
instructions. Whatever you tell it to do, it will do.
My first application of Bill’s ideas was to begin learning
how to hit the ball left, even if that meant to miss to the
left. I despised missing right all the time. Golfers talk
about eliminating one side of the course or the other. I
had been eliminating the fairway. So, I was determined
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to eliminate my weak slice, no matter what it looked like.
I worked on a trap shot to use for times when my driver
was erratic. The basic idea for this shot was to close the
clubface down on setup, take the club back inside, and
swing hard with dead hands, that is with little or no
rolling of the hands. Sort of a stinger for the common man.
This traps the ball and sends it straight and left, so I set
up aimed toward the right side of the fairway. My whole
idea was to get the ball down there somewhere out there
about 220 yards, preferably on the left side of the fairway.
I did not care what anyone thought or what it looked like.
The day after my lesson with Bill, I played in the final
match of the 2006 3rd bracket against Bob E. On the first
tee I set up aimed right, hit my trap shot, and stung it
down there about 220 yards on the left side of the
fairway. I thought to myself this might work. I won the
final match 2&1. I do not remember a thing about the
match except I noted that I shot 40 on the back nine, and
wrote in my journal I won the geezer flight. But my rethought tee game was off and rolling down the fairway,
so to speak. Maybe someday my game might be relevant
again, at least to me. If I was smart, I applied the $50 gift
certificate toward a lesson with Bill.
From 2006-08 I worked on several swing ideas with Bill,
and won 8 of the 9 matches I played (all not handi62

capped).

In more recent years I have pretty much

eliminated my trap shot in favor of two other swings, one
a hard fade (hard by my standards) and the other straight
down the middle where I chase the ball with my hands
ala Arnold Palmer. Having more than one swing thought
to choose from is not a bad deal. If one is not working the
other one might. And my game is evolving and getting
better.
I used to never hit a draw. Over time I have learned how
it feels to hit a draw. A swing that you can rely on one
month may desert you the next, so constant tweaking is
required. But learning to play golf correctly is more or less
out of the question. The example of Charles Barkley on
the Haney Project is enough for anyone to understand that
even a great athlete can have problems mastering the
correct fundamentals of the game. Learning to play golf
more consistently is my goal. A repeatable swing is a
good swing.

When it stops repeating, other swing

thoughts are required to get it back.
Tiger Woods has had at least five or six major swing ideas
in his career. When his swing stopped repeating, he
made a change, then another, then another. At first it was
his dad’s swing thoughts, then Butch Harmon’s, then
Hank Haney’s, then Sean Foley’s, then Chris Como’s. It
took him several years to get used to his latest swing
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every time he changed it. It takes me years to get used to
a new swing thought, but I have neither the time to invest
nor the time left that Tiger does. My swing has progressed
to where my overall ball control, especially with the
driver, is better in recent years than it was in 2006 when I
decided that I needed some help. I always keep in mind
Bill’s central idea that I should choose my shots and make
the ball do what I want. One time when my fade was
double-crossing me, he once told me he would give me
$500 to hit a fade right then and there. Of course, I hit the
fade and Bill didn’t pay up. But I saw his point. Take
charge of the ball. Bill is easy and fun to work with, and
I believe he may be the best bargain in sports. He owes
me 500 bucks, but I owe him more.
The fact that I won some prize money and a little trophy
that year is just silly. With my bye I had only played two
matches. And once again, just as at Sycamore Springs 16
years earlier, I was the king of the cellar, the winner of
33rd place. But winning had left me with just one thought:
I want to do that again.
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How to Completely Implode
Rules Hell Itself
“God has made a world of reason as God
has made little apples.” G K Chesterton
•

2007 three matches, President’s Division, open to all
ages, not handicapped, white tees

In 2007 I won my first two matches in the newly-created
President’s Division flight from the white tees. This was
the first year, I believe, for this bracket, all competition
prior to that year being played from the blue tees. Most
of the competitors in the flight were older (with one
exception):
Date Flight
Tee HDCP Result
07/24 President’s W N/A W 4&2 78
08/05 President’s W N/A W 1up 83
08/17 President’s W N/A L 2dn 79
2007 record: 2-1

Opponent
Bob M
John B
Brad K

After my good start, the third (semi-final) match was one
of the most befuddling I have played in my match-play
career. For the most part the frustration centered on the
rules, their interpretation and application. My opponent
was Brad K, whom I had not met prior to the match. He
said he had specifically joined the club that year to play
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in the tournament, and had chosen to play in the flight
from the white tees. I never saw him at StonyCreek
before or after that day. Most of the regular members
would have probably known that the white tees flight
was created primarily for the older players. There was
nothing wrong with Brad’s entry, but it did not work out
in my favor. At that time there was no age restriction on
the white tees flight, and at 59, I suspect I was giving him
15-20 years and at least 15-20 yards.
My frustrations began on the first green where Brad
proceeded to fix several spike marks. At first, I did not
think they were spike marks because I figured surely, he
knows the rules. I could see no ball marks, but decided not
to say anything. To call a penalty on a player on the first
green on a technical point of the rules just seemed to be
out of the question. When he continued to fix spike
marks on the second green, however, I told him it was
illegal, which seemed to surprise him. I explained that
you can only fix ball marks (which was the rule at that
time), but I still did not call a penalty. That was a mistake
I would pay for later.
By the 7th hole we were all square. The pin was in the
back-left placement on the green, one that was hard to get
to. My pitch shot ended up short and in the bunker about
20 feet from the hole. I am a reasonably confident bunker
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player. I almost always get the ball out of the bunker,
although getting a sandy is generally an iffy proposition.
On this day I hit a nice bunker shot that came out soft and
settled about eighteen inches from the hole.
I was really pleased with my sand shot until I looked
down for the rake and realized that to save time, I had
raked the bunker on the way in. It was just one of those
habits I had gotten into to speed up the game during a
friendly foursome.

This was the stupidest feeling,

because I know you cannot rake a trap before hitting out
of it. I putted out, but called a penalty on myself for the
infraction, which Brad seemed perfectly happy to accept
since it gave him the hole. He was entitled to it. I was
basically the victim of my own set of conflicting values
which would not allow me to call a technical penalty on
my opponent, but would also not allow me to not call one
on myself. It would have felt like a betrayal of the public
trust to do otherwise. I was frustrated with the irony of
the situation.
We reached the pinnacle of rules hell at the top of the
course on the 13th green. Brad had hit a great tee shot,
while I had hit a poor one. He was a stroke ahead on the
hole and was preparing to putt. He placed the nose of his
putter next to his ball and picked it up. I thought to
myself, is that legal? I know it is something we always do
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to speed the game, and many golfers have bad habits as
it relates to marking the ball correctly. Some golfers think
that the mark goes directly under the ball, and flick the
ball away before placing the mark. I know for sure that
is not within the rules. The mark must be in place before
the ball is removed.
I was not sure whether what Brad’s mark with his putter
was legal, and I told him so.
watching golf for years on TV.

My doubt came from
I had never seen a

professional mark his ball with his putter. They always
place the mark, then remove the ball. And if I had not
been ready to call a technical penalty before, I was ready
to do it now if that was not legal. Since neither of us was
sure I called the clubhouse to get a ruling. John V was
not sure either, but told me he would call me back when
he knew the answer. Brad won the hole under my protest
that his marking of the ball may not have been legal. That
put him 1-up, but the status of the match was pending a
ruling from the clubhouse.
The match turned on the Blue Light Special. Several years
earlier I made the mistake of calling number 14 the Blue
Light Special when playing with Brian.

It was a

malaprop for a green light special, meaning the tee shot
set up perfectly for a hard fade. Brian replied, “So you
mean like K-Mart?” We laughed and it was too late to
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change it, so the Blue Light Special name stuck. Brad hit
a good tee shot on the 14th, but I hit a hard fade that
rolled out a long way on the dry fairway. It was the best
drive I have ever hit on that hole, and left me with a great
angle about 90-100 yards from the pin. I was in the
Catbird Seat. Brad missed the green with his second shot,
and I was licking my chops.
It was a back-left pin placement, and a smarter player
would have played for the middle of the green in that
situation. But I was pumped up for the kill, aimed for the
pin, and hit a gap-wedge like an angry Communist, hard
and left. That shot was over-juiced, over-the-top, and
over the green. What was I thinking?! There were three
factors in why that shot was so bad. 1) I was so amped
up that I swung way too hard. 2) I did not own a gap
wedge at the time, and had actually borrowed Brian’s
gap wedge that day, and did not know how far I could
hit it. 3) I was an idiot and aimed for the pin. Brad then
hit a beautiful chip to within a couple feet. I had gone
from the Catbird Seat to the doghouse in the span of
about 3 minutes. My third shot was pathetic, a poor
attempt to putt the ball up and over the hill. My fourth
shot went screaming past the hole, and Brad conceded
my bogey putt to go 2-up in the match. I needed a beer
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from Mo’s. No actually I needed a beer right then and
there, but there was none to be had.
Brad was still 2-up (under protest pending a ruling) on
the 18th tee. He snap-hooked his drive into the woods
out-of-bounds on the left. I put my tee shot down the
middle. After he hit his third shot, my cell phone rang as
we drove toward our balls. John said that what Brad had
done on the 13th green was within the rules. In my sourgrapes condition I speculated, apparently you can mark
your ball with a beach ball. I walked over to Brad and
conceded the match. I believe I am gracious in defeat, at
least I certainly try to be.

I am no doubt better at

accepting defeat than victory due to extensive practice in
the situation.
I was left with a pile of ifs. If I had called a penalty when
appropriate… If I had not raked the trap before the sand
shot… If Brad’s ball mark on 13 was illegal… If I had
played for a par on 14… It was mind-boggling, but it all
added up to two things: 1) I was an idiot, and 2) Brad had
out-played me. I do confess that I was pleased when I
heard that John H beat him in the final match to win the
flight.
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Worst Possible Start
April 2008
“You never know how strong you are
until being strong is your only choice.”
Bob Marley

The 2008 golf season was one of my best, but it began in
the worst possible way. My golf season usually starts
each year on or about April 15th. That is when my friend
Brian and I usually kick-off the new season with a round
of golf on Tax Freedom Day. We call it that because Brian
is a CPA, and we are celebrating the end of tax season
with the beginning of golf.

I have always had low

expectations of March and early-spring golf. A cool day
on a wet, soggy course are not my ideal conditions for
golf, so Ireland and I might not get along. But by the
middle of April, I am ready to play.
In 2008 I planned to get a heart stress test in the morning,
then play golf in the afternoon with Brian and my brother
Sam. I had scheduled the stress test because I was having
some discomfort in my throat while playing tennis
during the winter. I would get this same discomfort
every time Brian and I played. We would play for about
10 minutes before I would have to stop, rest, and drink
some water. It was not pain, just some discomfort in the
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area of my suprasternal notch.

After resting a few

minutes, I would feel fine, get up, and finish the tennis
match without further problems. When I described these
symptoms to my daughter Carrie who is a doctor, she
said I should get a stress test. To be honest, my wife Lois
had been urging me for years to get tested because of
similar symptoms.
On April 15 I was on the treadmill doing the stress test
when a doctor came in to leaf through my EKG printout.
He became alarmed and stopped me immediately from
going further.

I felt seriously winded, sweaty, and

generally stressed, similar to how I felt after the first few
minutes of a tennis match. The doctor said he thought I
was having a heart attack and that they were calling
911. I sat down, and they kept asking me if I had severe
chest pain. I did not, and within a few minutes I felt fine
and my EKG stabilized. I was thinking you’ve got to be
kidding. And I was thinking how disappointed I was that
I was going to miss golf. I was focused on my priorities?
The EMT guys wheeled my out through a packed waiting
room (a bunch of people waiting to get stress
tests). Everyone was staring at me with alarm. I made a
joke by pointing back toward the testing room with my
thumb and said, “Don’t go in there!” I don’t really think
the people in the waiting room saw the humor.
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Personally, I thought it was pretty funny, and I think the
EMT guys did, too. I felt fine and called Lois, Sam, and
Brian from the ambulance to let them know what was
happening. Golf would have to wait.
I got to the Indiana Heart Hospital late in the morning,
spent the afternoon in the ER, and about 5:00PM had a
heart catheterization. I told the cardiologist that I didn’t
think he was going to find much, but we agreed he would
do angioplasty or stents if necessary. I was awake and
talking to him throughout the procedure, which was
pretty cool. He started closing me up, and I asked, “Are
you done?” He told me to wait a few minutes and he
would show me what he had found.
He brought a TV monitor around in front of me and
showed me videos of the procedure. He showed me
about 10 blockages of my arteries, 5 or 6 of which were
severe. There was way too much blockage to do
angioplasty or stents, and he said I needed open heart
surgery soon. That was a strange moment, like he was
talking to someone else and I was watching. I met with
the heart surgeon that evening, and he said I needed a
quadruple bypass and the sooner the better.
Once again it was surreal as he explained that they would
open up my chest, stop my heart, switch over to the heart73

lung bypass machine to keep me alive, do the artery
work, switch everything back, restart my heart, wire my
sternum back together, and close me up. Primarily due
to the shock of it all, I had no anxiety or fear about any of
that, and maintained a pretty good sense of humor
throughout. The surgeon called me about 5:00AM the
next morning and said he had moved me up on the
priority list for surgery that day.
I had the surgery about 10:00AM Wednesday, and it went
well. Fortunately, I cannot remember anything until
about 5:00PM due to the drugs they gave me for surgery,
so I do not remember being on the ventilator. The first
24-36 hours after the surgery were the worst with severe
pain and shallow breathing. I guess I had a lot of visitors
awaiting the outcome of the surgery, but I remember
none of them. I do not even remember seeing Lois that
day, although she says I told her I loved her several times
in the ICU recovery area room.

My only clear

recollection is that it hurt so much to breathe that I
wondered how I could be getting enough oxygen. Once
past the worst part, each day became about 10% easier
than the previous one, and I went home the following
Monday, 5 days after surgery. The doctors said that I did
not have a heart attack, have a very healthy heart, and am
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an ideal candidate to fully take advantage of this kind of
surgery and live another 20-30 years.
I had gotten a lot of exercise through the past years, and
had

no

family

history

to

indicate

those

heart

blockages. My only real indicators were borderline high
cholesterol,

recent

shortness

of

breath,

and

the

discomfort in my throat during tennis. I fully confess
that I am an idiot for not listening to my wife sooner
about my shortness of breath, because she had been
urging me to get tested for several years. Had I had a
$100 heart scan anytime in the prior years it would have
revealed the condition and saved me considerable
risk. Because my symptoms were so minor the doctor
said I was at serious risk of a fatal heart attack. As it was,
over the prior 3 years I had built a house, climbed a
14,000’ mountain in Colorado, hiked 37 miles in Moab,
and played a lot of racquetball, tennis, golf, and full-court
basketball. I was grateful to God to be alive then, and am
now.
On June 10, eight weeks after my surgery, I teed it up at
StonyCreek for the first time that spring.

With my

sternum held together with wires I was not sure what to
expect, but I swung as hard as I could on the first tee. I
was stiffer than Gore, but had no pain. I was back on the
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course and had two weeks remaining to qualify for the
club matches. Good luck with that.
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Unqualified Confidence
“Confidence is everything.” Frank Vogel
“When you have it, you think you’ll never lose it.
When you lose it, you think you’ll never get it back.”
PGA Pro

•

2008 first match, President’s Division, white tees, 10th
seed, not handicapped

My general theory is that confidence, even unfounded
confidence, is better than a lack of confidence. One place
where I do not have and cannot seem to find confidence
is during qualifying. Let me just say from the start what
an absolute crock golf qualifying is for me. It is better
than a root canal, but not by much. I have unsuccessfully
suggested to the club that seeding for the club matches
should be based on one’s handicap instead of a qualifying
score. That would be more in line with what they do in
professional match play where it is based on world
ranking. But some people don’t have handicaps, so they
continue to base it on a qualifying score. The club used
to let you requalify by paying another entry fee. That
idea has cost me a lot of money over the years to try to requalify with a better score.
invested that money in Apple.
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I probably should have

The psychology of qualifying does not fit my
temperament. It is just the opposite of what it takes to
win in match play. During a match, each hole is its own
separate event, and the main thought is winning. Win the
hole. In qualifying every stroke counts, so the psychology
is more like don’t screw up. And I have a habit of screwing
up qualifying rounds with alarming regularity. One year
I hit a beautiful drive off the first tee, got to my ball in the
middle of the fairway, grounded my 3-wood behind the
ball, and the ball rolled over into a divot. Good golf shot,
but lying two after just teeing off. Another year I had a
qualifying round rained out during the middle of the
round three times. On my fourth visit to the course, I had
just number 18 to play to post a decent score. I snaphooked my drive out of bounds to triple-bogey the hole
and ruin my score. That pretty much sums up qualifying
for me.
In June of 2008 I was off to a late start due to my heart
surgery with little time to practice before qualifying. My
first qualifying attempt I posted a 93. That won’t get you
into a conversation for a free milkshake let alone give you
a good seed in the tournament.

I attempted again

shooting 97, re-attempted again shooting 90, and finally
re-qualified with an 85. I did not believe I could do any
better. It was Root Canal 101, but I finally had a seeding
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somewhere in the middle of the bracket. Qualifying had
done nothing for my confidence.
“Made with real bits of awesome.” Kill Cliff commercial
I wonder what the FDA recommended daily allowance is
for real bits of awesome. The only people sillier than the
ad agency that came up with that are the people silly
enough to drink the stuff because of it. If you want
something really awesome, then you should try my
match preparation routine, which includes a pint at Mo’s

Joe’s Pre-match Secret

Irish Pub. Before every
match I headed to Mo’s to
relax, do the crossword in
the newspaper, eat lunch,
and have a pint of Hacker
Pschorr or Fat Tire. I think
there might actually be real
bits of awesome in that. I
do all that to relax because
I believe that, apart from

skill, relaxation is the single most important factor in
good golf. A match has a natural tendency to key me up,
so a beer at Mo’s is a good place to start. And they have
a fabulous shepherd’s pie. Then a small bucket of balls
to warm up, about ten minutes of putting, and I am good
to go.
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My pre-match routine was not an endorsement of beer on
the course, at least it was not in 2008.

I believe

StonyCreek was generally wise to have a no-alcohol
policy back when it did. Then, to my dismay, they closed
Mo’s. How is one supposed to prepare properly? My
more recent beer habits on the golf course are well known
to my golf friends and Tom and Cathy in the snack bar. I
stick to two ounces of beer per hole, even in match play.
But I cannot abide hard liquor on the golf course. My
brother Sam and I played once in Phoenix with two guys
who were pouring tequila shots from a flask. They were
completely blotto by the back nine, and we ditched them.
They probably didn’t know we were gone.
When I looked at the bracket in 2008 it was obvious to me
that the two toughest matches would be the second
match and then the final match if I made it that far. My
first match was against the 7th seed, a man named Glenn
C whom I had not met. When I stepped up to the first tee
for the first match, I was confident. This confidence had
no particular basis in reality other than my long-instilled
belief that I play my best golf in match play. My focus
was good, I was keyed up, I was ready because of my prematch routine, my lack of practice was forgotten, and my
confidence was up. Glenn shot an 83, I shot a 79, and won
the first match 4&3. It was my best score of the year to
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that point. Even unfounded confidence is better than
none.
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Survive and Advance
“Act like a winner and you’ll become a winner.”
Michael Connelly
•

2008 quarter final, President’s Division, white tees, 10th
seed, not handicapped, open to all ages

•

2008 semi-final, President’s Division, white tees, 10th
seed, not handicapped, open to all ages

Due to my mediocre qualifying spot, I had to face the #2
seed in my second match of 2008. If you are going to go
anywhere in a single-elimination bracket, you are going
to have to get past the top-seeded players at some point,
so I was resigned to my situation and determined to play
well. My opponent was John H, a player I did not know
except by reputation. About a week before the match, I
saw John putting on the 7th green while I was waiting to
tee off on #3. I walked down and introduced myself to
him, and said I was looking forward to our match. John
was a well-known club member with a reputation as both
an excellent golfer and as a genuinely nice man, a
mensch. John had won the President’s flight the previous
year by knocking off the guy who beat me in the semifinal match, something I particularly appreciated given
the frustration I experienced in that match.
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When you have won one of the flights at StonyCreek
your game becomes known in the club, and I believed
that playing John was going to be a tough test for me. He
was known to work hard on his game, often seen on the
driving range hitting balls even before a friendly round
of golf. He is also a fitness buff. For me to beat John
would be like Ingemar Johansson beating Floyd
Patterson for the heavyweight title in 1959, sort of a
triumph of casual recklessness over true discipline (you
have to be an old guy to get that reference). I had no
doubt that John was the better, more consistent golfer.
God bless match play, the great equalizer, for helping me
believe I had a chance against John, who would likely put
up a score in the 70’s.
As is often the case at StonyCreek, John and I had agreed
to bring along a playing partner to make up a foursome
during our match. My good friend Brian was my playing
partner, and Chuck L was going to accompany John.
While on the practice green, I found out that Chuck was
not going to play along, but instead was going to caddy
for John. Now I did not know Chuck very well (not at all
in 2008), but from what little I do know, I consider Chuck
to be one of the most competitive guys in the club. So,
this was a very generous and loyal thing he was doing to
caddy for John instead of playing along. I’m not sure I
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could have done it, even for my best friend.

But it

showed the intensity with which both of them wanted
John to win.
John got off to a poor start, and the result on the first hole
was unexpected. I hit a good drive, then pulled a 3-wood
into the left rough to within about 100 yards of the green.
John’s approach shot hit near the pin, but rolled out and
trickled over the crest of the hill along the right side of
the green. I hit a nice gap wedge to within about 8 feet of
the flag. I expected John to get up and down for par, but
he struggled to chip it close. Once he was assured of a
bogey, he conceded my birdie putt. I was stunned at this
development because I seldom win the first hole of a
match. It generally takes me a while to get going. With
my confidence up I hit a nice shot to birdie the second
hole, parred the third, and quickly had a 3-up lead in the
match. It is hard to understate how important confidence
is in a match. John was struggling to find his for the first
few holes, and I was full of it. My wife and friends say
I’m full of it quite often, but I think they are talking about
something else.
I had a 3-up lead going into the fifth hole, where I had to
call a penalty on myself when my ball moved after
addressing it. We halved the hole with bogeys. I have
done some dumb things during golf matches such as
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stepping on my ball. But calling that penalty was the
right thing to do. I felt stupid for being careless, but I was
playing well and had the lead. Over the years, I have
done several stupid things on that same hole.
The next hole of consequence was the 9th. The green on
number 9 is huge. I estimate it to be roughly the size of
Iowa. The fact that I miss it so often is a constant source
of frustration. On this day I hit a beautiful 7-wood about
180 yards to within 2 feet of the back blue flag. I believe
it was my best shot ever on that hole. John hit a nice shot,
but it did not check up and bounced up the hill and off
the back of the green. It came to rest about 20-25 feet past
the pin on the bank steeply above the hole. John would
have to hit a great shot just to get close enough for a
decent chance at a par putt. You should never assume a
hole is over, but I was quite sure that one was. Then John
proceeded to hit a beautiful putt that tracked down the
slope and straight into the cup. Suddenly my birdie putt
was to halve the hole, not the triumphant feeling I had
just moments earlier. I made the putt, but John’s putt had
sure taken the wind out of my sails.

He had some

momentum going into the turn.
In the middle of the 10th fairway, I discovered that John
and Chuck were using a range-finder, which I was not.
Silly ole low tech me. I did not even own one and didn’t
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know if it was within the rules to use one in a match.
After the match I found out that it is within the local rules
at StonyCreek for match play as long as it is made
available to both players. Brian had one with him, and I
believe I consulted with him on some yardages on the
back nine. I think John and Chuck were both used to
playing with one and just assumed that I was too. The
ironic thing about it is that I am so familiar with
StonyCreek that I can pretty much estimate the distances
of most shots to the green within 3-4 yards, so it did not
matter.
“All putts are straight if you hit them hard enough.”
David Feherty

My game can cool off faster than a toaster waffle, and it
did just that at the start of the back nine. Although I
birdied the short par-3 11th hole to go 2-up, I proceeded
to double bogey both the 12th and 13th holes to get back
to all square. On number 14, the Blue Light Special, I hit
the green in regulation, but had a long two-putt attempt
for par. John missed the green and ended up with a
bogey. My first putt came up about four feet short, and I
was left with a fast, left-to-right slider for par. The greens
were hard and fast that last day of July. I was faced with
a dilemma about how to strike the putt, with the uneasy
feeling that, if I hit the putt firmly, it might go six feet past
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the hole if I missed it. There is nothing worse than to 3putt from four feet. But hitting a breaking putt gently is
no bargain either and that seldom works out well. I
decided to hit it firmly to take out some of the break. I
aimed for the left center and rammed the putt into the
back of the hole to go 1-up. As I walked off the green, I
noticed that my entire body was trembling. I am always
keyed up during a close match, but that one really got my
adrenaline pumping.
I birdied number 16 to finish 3-under on the par-3s,
something I never do. A par on the 17th ended the match
3&1. John shot 79 and I had shot 77, my best round of the
year to that point. John struggled to get going early in
the match, and played me even for the rest of the round.
I was surprised and relieved to get past such a good
player, as John had won the flight the previous year.
The third match in the bracket was against Ben N, or, as
I think of him, Big Ben. Ben, like me, is a heart patient. I
had learned the hard way that spring that once-a-heartpatient, always-a-heart-patient.

Apparently, I was

playing up or down to my competition, and neither of us
played particularly well that day on the 10th of August.
Ben shot an 89, I shot an 85 and won 4&2. I would have
had no chance against John if I had played that way in
the second match. I cannot explain it. Maybe it just came
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down to doing what was required to win. Ben would get
even with me later, but I had advanced to the final match.
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Poor Man’s Draw
“We don’t need a hotshot like you.” Chuck L
“When you hit a shot like that, then all is forgiven.”
Frank Nobilo after Spieth holed out from the fairway at Pebble Beach

•

2008 final match, President’s Division, not
handicapped, all ages, white tees, 10th seed �

My final match of 2008 was against Ken S1, one of a trio
of close friends that often played together, namely, John
H, Chuck L, and Ken. Our play-along partners for the
match were my friend Brian, and Ken’s friend Chuck
(this time playing instead of caddying as he had in my
second match with John). I had high respect for Ken’s
game, and he was one of the top seeds and the heavy
favorite (in my opinion). He may have been the number
1 seed. Apparently, that did not deter me from believing
that I could win. After all, it had been an unusual year
(see above, above, and above).
Most amateur golfers do not like a dogleg hole that bends
to the left, and I am no exception. I can fade the ball
easily, but drawing the ball does not come naturally.
Therefore, there is a golf shot that I would often practice
on the range specifically for the 10th hole at StonyCreek.
Now to me a high draw is an oxymoron. I cannot hit one
and do not even try. But I do hit my own version of a low
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draw upon occasion, the tee shot at the 10th being the
main one.

I call it the poor man’s draw because it is

probably not considered proper golf. I saw one of those
golf instruction shows on the Golf Channel that
explained how to hit a draw or a hook correctly. They
said, “The club face sends it, and the path bends it.” The
swing path is apparently what should control the arc of
the shot.

My low draw is just the opposite.

When

playing from the white tees on the 10th hole at Stony I set
up my stance with a 7-wood, and aim my feet and my
swing path directly at the sand trap on the right side of
the fairway. Then I close the clubface down to aim at my
desired target much farther to the left in the middle of the
fairway. I try to take a normal swing as if trying to hit the
sand trap. When done correctly this results in a draw that
puts me inside the 150-yard markers. I would say that it
has worked really well about half of the time. It takes
very little skill to do that shot, just some practice to learn
what it feels like and how far it will go, and to have
confidence that it will bend left. When I go to the range,
I will often hit 4-5 of those shots just to practice for the
10th hole.
That same shot is also useful on the 10th hole for the
second shot if the tee shot ends up too far to the left and
short of the fairway. I will be playing a round with my
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friends, get over in the left rough just slightly behind the
corner trees, and say something like, “OK, watch this!” I
take less club because closing the face makes the ball go
farther, but essentially do the same shot. I set up and aim
for the trees on the right, close the clubface to aim at the
green, and take a rip at it. That shot is not quite as
successful, but primarily that is because I am just a bad
ball-striker. But when I make good ball contact, it is fun
to watch the ball bend toward the green. Even if the shot
does not work perfectly, it seldom ends up with a bad
result. I will use it as often as the situation warrants it,
but most of my friends, however, will not attempt the
shot because they have not practiced it. Plus, if you are
going to aim into the woods, you have got to believe that
it will draw. Doubt is not a friend of this particular shot.
I was 3-up when Ken and I came to the 14th tee (the Blue
Light Special) in the final match. The look of the hole just
makes me believe I should fade the ball there, so I always
try to hit my standard shot on this tee, which is a hard
fade. I say hard jokingly because what is hard to me may
not seem hard to all observers (or any, for that matter). I
aim at the left 150-yard marker and swing as hard as
possible (for me). When done well, this results in a shot
that fades back into the center of the fairway inside 150
yards to the green. In my match with Ken that day I made
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excellent contact with the ball, but blocked it left. It went
straight ending up about 15-20 yards left of the fairway
directly behind the second tree in the beautiful four-tree
sycamore grove that angles away to the left from the 150yard post. The huge 80-foot tree was directly between
my ball and the hole, which was about 130 yards away.
Ken was out in the middle of the fairway.
“The only shots you make are the ones you attempt.”
A college basketball coach

A fun aspect of match-play is that once in a while you
have to consider a what-have-I-got-to-lose? shot. In that
same situation in stroke-play you would have to consider
the number of strokes a bad shot might cost you, and
probably choose to chip it out to the middle of the
fairway. But in this case, I was quite sure that a bogey
would lose the hole for me, so, with nothing to lose, I
attempted my low poor man’s draw. I set up with a 9iron, took aim at the trees on the right, closed the clubface
down, and took a rip at the ball.

It worked out

wonderfully. The ball hooked around the tree toward the
green and settled a yard from the hole. Oh, it was perfect,
and I could hardly believe it. Our playing partners, Brian
and Chuck, were taking all of this in, of course.
Ken, meanwhile, knocked his second shot onto the green
about 30 feet past the hole. This turned out to be another
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one of those never-count-your-chickens situations similar to
the one I had in my second match. Ken calmly proceeded
to make his long birdie putt, putting the pressure back on
me to make my 3-footer. I made the putt to end what was
an exciting and fun hole. I went through the emotional
swings of losing it, to winning it, to finally tying it. But
that shot felt so good, I did not care.
I played steady golf the rest of the way, and parred three
of the last four holes for a 3&1 victory. I had played no
spring golf, but had somehow come all the way back after
my heart surgery, and was pleased to have played well
against a great opponent to win the flight. I had posted a
75, 18 strokes better than my first qualifying score in June.
Ken was completely gracious on the 18th green, came over
to shake my hand, and said something like, “You should
consider playing with us in the Wednesday morning men’s
club.” Chuck jumped in and uninvited me by saying (not
completely seriously?), “No, we don’t need a hotshot like
you.” I could only assume that he was referring to my
shot using the poor man’s draw on the 14th hole.
Apparently, that made me a hotshot.
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Hotshotness Debunked
“You’re a sandbagger.” Chuck
“Any little mistake can be compounded in the blink of an eye.”
Brandel Chamblee
•

2009 first match, President’s Division, not
handicapped, open to all ages, white tees

Chuck L had called me a hotshot after I played well
enough to win the President’s Division the previous year.
It should have been more like Comeback Player of the
Year considering what had happened.

To his credit

Chuck did not know the backstory of what a remarkable
year 2008 was for me on and off the course. I had to look
up the word hotshot to try to understand it. A hotshot is
apparently a talented person who likes to show off. The
talented part of that just makes me laugh, because, in
terms of actual talent for golf, I consider myself pretty far
down the food chain. I have decent athletic coordination,
and over the years I have acquired a lot of match-play
experience. I have practiced and developed some good
golf skills, such as chipping, putting, driving it in the
fairway, and so on. But talent? My only real sports talent
of any kind was my ability to run fast, which is not
particularly useful on the golf course. I just do not have
much in the way of natural gifts for golf. That alone
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should disqualify me from hotshotness, but in 2009 I went
on the disprove the label conclusively.
My first match of the year was against Ben N, Big Ben. I
was pretty confident that I could beat Ben, as I had done
so the previous year. Rule number 1: never overlook an
opponent. I proceeded to do just that. In July after the
pairings were sent out, I happened to see Chuck in the
parking lot after a round of golf. The bracket indicated
that, if we both won our first matches, we would play in
the second match. This was appealing because I really
wanted to play against Chuck. We are both extremely
competitive, probably more so than most people, and I
like that about him.
I walked over to greet Chuck and said something like, “I
look forward to playing you in the second round if we get that
far.”

Per rule number one, never say anything that

stupid. Even if you think it, you should never actually
say it. Chuck replied, “Well, you’re a sandbagger.” Oh my.
I could hardly believe he said it, but there it was. I was
unwise in my comment to him, and he had replied in a
similar fashion.

Chuck had inadvertently pulled my

chain the previous year when he had called me a hotshot.
Now Chuck had yanked my chain completely out of the
wall. I did not know how to respond. Like his hotshot
comment, I just did not know whether to take Chuck
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seriously. I tried to take it in good humor, but I was
burning to get a shot at Chuck.
We know that playing with handicaps is not exactly a
precise science because people have to post their scores
honestly, and more importantly, have to actually try to
play well each time they play. Most of us would be
happier and prouder if our handicaps were lower.
Although it may not seem like it on my score cards, I try
my best every time I play, and am always pleased when
I post a score that helps reduce my handicap. I play for
money (small amounts, but money, nonetheless) every
time I play with my friends. In a foursome with my
friends there are usually four matches in progress: a cart
match, and an individual match with each of the other
players. Plus, we always play skins (Brian usually cleans
up in that). That is a lot of score-keeping. On a good day
I might win $10; on a bad day lose the same.
In my case the true handicap kicker is this: my friends
and I play by such relaxed and generous rules as to be
almost laughable. We play by lenient winter rules all
year long. We usually roll the ball over even in the
summer, and not just in the fairway, but everywhere. We
take only a one-stroke penalty for out-of-bounds. Heck
we impose very few penalties of any kind. We hand out
mulligans like door prizes. We give a lot of long-but96

meaningless putts because there are always matches in
progress. To wit if anything, my true handicap played
under USGA rules should be several stokes higher. To a
player with a handicap like mine being called a
sandbagger is just silly. My handicap is what it is, and
because I post all of my scores, it fairly represents my golf
game at any particular time. My problem in recent years
is that the club has moved the matches forward into June
making my handicap that much worse at the cutoff date.
I would prefer that the club matches kicked off around
the first of August.
“Everybody has a plan until they get punched in the mouth.”
Mike Tyson

Back to my match with Big Ben. I either underestimated
Ben, or what is more likely, like Chuck, I overestimated
myself. It is likely that I did both. I was 1-up after a par
on the second hole, then our match strangely turned on
the third hole, which was memorable for how I messed it
up. Hardly ever is an early hole meaningful, but it was
on this day in July. Playing straight up from the white
tees, I hit a nice tee shot to the middle of the fairway. I
had about 170 yards to the pin, and pulled out my 7wood, my favorite club. I was confident and made great
ball contact, but knew without looking up that the shot
had that over-the-top feeling of a hook. The ball ended
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up in knee-deep grass around the collar above the back
bunker about 20 feet from the green.
Being a decent bunker player, I would have much
preferred being in the sand. Playing out of deep grass is
just not something you practice much. The ball was
down in there, but not completely at the bottom.

I

opened my clubface with a sand wedge, and took a
mighty swing through the grass, hoping to pop the ball
up and onto the green. A large swath of grass flew up,
but not the ball.

My clubhead had gone completely

under the ball and chopped the grass out from
underneath it, leaving the ball to settle straight down to
the bottom of a grass chasm.
Most of us have all been in this situation where you are
surprised, frustrated, and embarrassed by a shot which
leads to playing the next shot too quickly. Phil did it at
the Valero in 2021, and I did it here. Trying again for a
flop shot, I quickly chopped at the ball and sculled it to
the far side of the green, making the entire situation
worse. I three-putted from there to lose the hole with a
triple bogey to Ben’s double bogey, thereby losing a hole
I should have won. It was a punch in the face for a 2-hole
swing. This was a perfect situation for that existential
mumbo jumbo that can come when you think something
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like, if I had known I was going to triple-bogey that hole, then
I would have just laid up and made a bogey.
Ben’s confidence was going up, and mine was shaken,
but I hung on to finish the front nine 1-up. I was feeling
uneasy about the match for good reason. Ben, with his
confidence up, played the back nice exceptionally well,
posted a 38 (to my 41), and won the match 2&1. I lost by
the same margin as the 2-hole swing on the third hole.
Even though it was the back nine where he beat me, it
was

the

third

hole

that

changed

the

match

psychologically. I never quite dug myself out of that
grass trench, and Ben, with his confidence growing, took
full advantage.
The flight that year was won by a new member of the
club, Bob S, a player so good, so efficient, that I believed
that he would dominate the flight for many years to
come. But things seldom turn out exactly the way you
envision them. 2009 certainly did not for me. I have
always been curious what Chuck must of have thought
of my one-and-out match-play performance that year
after his comments. My brief reign of hotshotness was
certainly over, debunked by reality. And my chance to
play against Chuck would have to wait at least another
year.
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Thus, kind reader, ends this extended preview of the book.
So far, you have read about 21 of my 79 matches at
StonyCreek. Years 2010-2020 and 58 additional matches
are chronicled in the rest of the book. I hope that you
have been amused and enjoyed these stories. If so, then
read

the

unabridged

edition

by

going

https://Amazon.com/GolfTalesfromStonyCreek.

to:
The

ebook is formatted for easy reading on your eReader,
phone, or tablet device.
Index for the rest of the book
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2019
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Epilogue – Par is Still Out There
“Well, we know he’s not competitive…”
My brother-in-law Rick’s facetious
comment about this book.

“Your writing has no soul. You don’t know
anything about life... The trouble with you
is that you’ve never really suffered.”
Lucy critiquing Snoopy’s writing - Schulz

Oh, but I have suffered, Lucy. I am, after all, a golfer.
And golf may be one of the most frustrating activities in
which anyone can participate. I recently watched Phil
Michelson post a 10 on the par-5 18th at the Valero. Even
the truly great professionals can suffer in this game.
No doubt, there will be mixed reactions to these stories.
Looking back through these, I hardly know what to make
of them myself. These are stories of success and failure
on a minor scale to be sure, but those of you who love
golf may relate to the situations in which I found myself.
If so, I hope you were amused. Is this over-the-top? Yes,
probably so. But that is more or less how I experienced
it... a little over-the-top. I am, like my Dad and Steve
Stricker and Bubba Watson, an emotional man.

My

friends can attest that this is my toned-down version of
these events.
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It takes an obsessive-compulsive temperament to have
the records to compile an endeavor like this. Amazingly
I found most of the score cards from my StonyCreek
matches. Those cards triggered memories, some faded,
but others as clear as a bell of my match-play
competition. Until I compiled the spreadsheet, I had no
idea how many matches I had played or how many I had
won or lost. It surprised me that I had not even begun to
complete at StonyCreek until the age of 52. It makes me
wish I had started competing sooner and met Bill V
earlier in my golf career.
One of the best things about golf is the fun of just going
out there and bashing something as hard as you can.
Then you have to rein in that violence and change to
more subtle efforts around the greens. It requires a broad
range of skills and creates unique situations on almost
every hole. What other sport has such diverse variations
and offers such a wide range of elation and misery?
Misery or not, these stories make me want to get out there
and play some golf.
Every new season begins with hope, hope to find my
game, play some consistently good golf, and have some
fun. For me, par is still out there… if I only knew where.
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Appendix A
Dad’s WWII Story
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Dad’s WWII Camp and Prisoner Credentials
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Appendix B
Joe’s Match-Play Record at StonyCreek
Year Date
2000 07/13/00
2000 Record:

Result
L 21st
0
1

Strokes
No

Ages Opponent Bracket
Open Dan K
Second Flight

2001 07/28/01
2001 07/30/01
2001 Record:

W
L
1

4&3
3&2
1

81
84
84.0

Blue
Blue

1st Seed
1st Seed
Qual 85

Open Chumley
Open Chad S

Second Flight
Second Flight

2002
2002
2002
2002
2002

07/14/02
08/02/02
08/06/02
08/16/02
Record:

W
W
W
L
3

1up
3&2
2up
3&2
1

85
79
84
82
82.5

Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

No
No
No
No
Hdcp 13.5

Open
Open
Open
Open

Bob D
Milton C
Brent S
Dan K

Second Flight
Second Flight
Second Flight
Second Flight

2003 07/14/03
2003 08/03/03
2003 Record:

W
L
1

1up
6&5
1

73
83
78.0

Blue
Blue

15th seed Open Joe S
15th seed Open Tom R
Hdcp 13.2

Championship
Championship

2004 07/17/04
2004 Record:

L
0

Blue

13th seed Open Mike D
Hdcp 16.0

Second Flight

1

90
90.0

2005 07/24/05
2005 Record:

L
0

5&4
1

91
91.0

Blue

No
Open Chuck S
Hdcp 15.0

Second Flight

2006 07/30/06
2006 08/17/06
2006 Record:

W
W
2

19th
2&1
0

89
89.0

Blue
Blue

No
Open John B
No
Open Bob E
Hdcp 15.0

Third Flight
Third Flight

2007
2007
2007
2007

W
W
L
2

4&2
1up
2dn
1

78
83
79
80.0

07/24/07
08/05/07
08/17/07
Record:

MPA* Tees
83
Blue
83.0

🏆🏆

White 8th Seed
Open Bob M
White 8th Seed
Open John B
White 8th Seed
Open Brad K
Hdcp 15.2
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President's Div
President's Div
President's Div

Year
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Date
07/14/08
07/31/08
08/10/08
08/29/08
Record:

Result
W 4&3
W 3&1
W 2up
W 3&1
4
0

MPA*
79
77
85
75
79.0

Tees
White
White
White
White
🏆🏆

Strokes
7th Seed
7th Seed
7th Seed
7th Seed
Hdcp 10.6

Ages
Open
Open
Open
Open

Opponent
Glenn C
John H
Ben N
Ken S1

Open Ben N

Bracket
President's Div
President's Div
President's Div
President's Div

2009 07/23/09
2009 Record:

L
0

2&1
1

83
83.0

White 10th Seed
Qual 85

2010
2010
2010
2010

07/22/10
08/02/10
08/19/10
Record:

W
W
L
2

3&2
3&1
1dn
1

87
81
80
82.7

White No
Open Larry O
White No
Open Jim T
White No
Open Chuck L
Hdcp 12.6

President's Div
President's Div
President's Div

2011 07/19/11
2011 07/21/11
2011 Record:

L
L
0

19th
4&2
2

78
82
80.0

White Rcvd 10
Open John M1
th
Randy L
White 13 Seed 50+
Hdcp 12.3

Net Division
Senior Division

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012

07/10/12
07/12/12
07/17/12
07/18/12
07/24/12
08/03/12
08/07/12
08/20/12
09/05/12
Record:

L
W
W
W
W
L
W
W
W
7

6&5
4&3
5&4
7&5
4&3
5&4
1up
2&1
1up
2

83
74
78
71
79
79
79
76
83
78.0

Gold
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

John M1
Dick M
Ken W
Ken W
John D
Dick M
Bob S
John M1
Gary L

Championship
Net Division
Net Division
Senior Division
Senior Division
Senior Division
Net Division
Net Division
Net Division

2013 07/12/13
2013 07/22/13
2013 Record:

L
L
0

2&1
4&3
2

88
85
86.5

White Rcvd 6
Open Nick D
Randy L
White 14th seed 50+
Hdcp 14.1

Net Division
Senior Division

🏆🏆

16th seed
Rcvd 5
Gave 1
15th seed
15th seed
15th seed
Rcvd 4
Rcvd 9
Even
Hdcp 10.8
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Open
Open
Open
50+
50+
50+
Open
Open
Open

President's Div

Year
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014

Date
07/10/14
07/13/14
07/21/14
07/07/14
07/18/14
07/29/14
08/07/14
Record:

Result
L 2&1
W 5&3
L 3&2
W 4&2
W 1up
W 1up
L 4&3
4
3

MPA*
81
82
80
80
74
78
81
79.4

2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

06/28/15
07/06/15
07/06/15
07/16/15
Record:

W
L
L
L
1

4&3
3&2
6&5
2&1
3

Ages
Open
50+
50+
60+
60+
60+
60+

Opponent
Greg C
Martin T
Horst M
Jim M
John M2
Ken S2
Greg C

Bracket
Net Division
Senior Division
Senior Division
Super Senior
Super Senior
Super Senior
Super Senior

White Rcvd 5
Silver
White N/A
White Even

Open
60+
50+
Open

Ed R
Chuck M
Dave R
John M2

Net Division
Super Senior
Senior Division
Net Division

91
85.0

2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

06/24/16
06/26/16
06/30/16
07/01/16
07/07/16
07/25/16
07/28/16
08/09/16
Record:

L
W
W
W
L
W
W
W
6

3&2
2&1
2&1
1up
1dn
2&1
1up
4&3
2

86
80
83
76
81
78
78
76
79.8

White
Silver
White
Silver
White
Silver
Silver
Silver

50+
60+
Open
60+
Open
60+
60+
60+

Russ F
Jack S
Tobey H
Hal S
Hal S
Bob H
Bob S
Nick C

Senior Division
Super Senior
Net Division
Super Senior
Net Division
Super Senior
Super Senior
Super Senior

2017
2017
2017
2017

07/03/17
07/05/17
07/13/17
Record:

L
L
L
0

19th
5&4
3&2
3

94
81
83
86.0

White Even
Open John M2
Horst M
White 15th seed 50+
Greg C
Silver Rcvd 4
60+
Hdcp 14.1

Net Division
Senior Division
Super Senior

79

Tees
White
White
White
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver

🏆🏆

Strokes
Rcvd 1
6th seed
6th seed
Gave 4
Gave 4
Gave 7
Rcvd 1
Hdcp 11.2

N/A
Gave 5
Rcvd 2
Rcvd 3
Rcvd 3
Gave 7
Rcvd 5
Gave 1
Hdcp 15.7
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Year
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018

Date
06/27/18
06/27/18
07/10/18
07/13/18
08/02/18
08/13/18
08/22/18
Record:

Result
W 2&1
L 3&2
L 20th
W 4&3
W 8&6
W 4&2
L 8&7
4
3

2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019
2019

07/01/19
07/12/19
07/15/19
07/30/19
08/08/19
08/14/19
Record:

W
W
W
L
W
L
4

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

07/19/20
07/23/20
07/27/21
07/28/20
08/11/20
08/13/20
08/21/20
Record:

Stony Record:

MPA*
86
82
85
83
79
84
89
84.0

Tees
White
White
White
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver

Strokes
Rcvd 13

1up
3&2
2up
4&2
7&5
19th
2

84
84
83
84
80
78
82.2

Silver
Silver
White
White
Silver
Silver

W
W
W
W
L
W
W
6

6&5
6&5
6&5
2&1
2&1
2up
1up
1

82
84
82
85
83
82
89
83.9

Silver
White
Silver
White
Silver
White
White

47

32

🏆🏆

Ages
Open
50+
Open
60+
60+
60+
60+

Opponent
John M1
Terry D
Ken M
Mark T
Bob H
Chuck L
Ernie P

Bracket
Net Division
Senior Division
Net Division
Super Senior
Super Senior
Super Senior
Super Senior

Rcvd 7
Gave 10
Rcvd 8
Rcvd 3
Gave 11
Rcvd 3
Hdcp 15.7

60+
60+
Open
Open
60+
60+

Steve J
Mike S
Steve J
Greg C
Natan E
Greg C

Super Senior
Super Senior
Net Division
Net Division
Super Senior
Super Senior

Rcvd 1
Rcvd 1
Rcvd 3
Gave 4
Gave 1
Gave 10
Rcvd 5
Hdcp 15.5

60+
Open
60+
Open
60+
Open
Open

Mark G
John S
Mark C
John M2
Bob W
Skip H
Hal S

Super Senior
Net Division
Super Senior
Net Division
Super Senior
Net Division
Net Division

Rcvd 4
Rcvd 5
Gave 8
Gave 1
Rcvd 2

*Match-Play Approximate Stroke Score
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